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Abstract: Are club goods becoming more widespread in developed economies,

and, if so, what is the broader significance of this trend? Club goods are as

salient for the profitability of non-financial firms as for finance. First, corporate

strategy today largely revolves around the generation or acquisition of intellectual

property rights and other club/franchise goods. Second, financialization is not just

about the credit relationship between financial firms on the one side and non-

financial corporate and household borrowers on the other, but also about Main

Street’s ability to use financial power to suppress competition in its own

markets. Third, firms’ strategic reliance on IPRs and club goods more generally

has magnified both profit and wage inequality in the broader economy. This

inequality combines with changes in corporate structure to produce a significant

part of the household level income inequality we currently observe in the United

States. Fourth, all these processes are ineluctably political, because the state nec-

essarily constitutes club or franchise goods, just like any property right. But the

quantity and quality of those property rights is an indeterminate outcome of strug-

gles among firms over the size of and shares of the pool of profits in a given national

and global economy.
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‘Quantity has a quality all of its own.’

– Variously attributed to Lenin, Trotsky, or Stalin observing how massed Red Army troops

overwhelmed opponents, but most likely misquoted from Carl von Clausewitz, On War

Are club goods becoming more widespread in developed economies, and, if so,

what is the broader significance of this trend? This paper complements

Selmier’s article, in this issue, on the emergence of club goods in finance by dem-

onstrating the growing economic significance of club goods for what are tradition-

ally thought of as non-financial enterprises. I make four connected arguments.
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First, club goods—or as I will relabel them, ‘franchise goods’—based on intellec-

tual property rights (IPRs—patents, copyrights, trademarks, brands, etc.) have

become increasingly important in the generation of profits for American and

many non-American firms. Indeed, corporate strategy today largely revolves

around the generation or acquisition of IPRs and other club/franchise goods.

Second, while the linguistic and real world contrast or conflict between ‘Main

Street’ and ‘Wall Street’may havemade sense a half century ago, it has limited ana-

lytic utility today. Financialization is not just about the credit relationship between

financial firms on the one side and non-financial corporate and household bor-

rowers on the other, but also about Main Street’s ability to use financial power

to suppress competition in its own markets. In this process parts of Main Street

are fused with parts of Wall Street. In essence, this paper meets Selmier’s

because some financial and non-financial firms are respectively transforming

private and public goods into club goods in the search for monopoly rents.1

Third, firms’ strategic reliance on IPRs and club goods more generally has magni-

fied both profit and wage inequality in the broader economy. This inequality com-

bines with changes in corporate structure to produce a significant part of the

household level income inequality we currently observe in the United States.

Fourth, all these processes are ineluctably political. The state necessarily consti-

tutes the property rights that turn what might otherwise be public goods into

club or franchise goods.2 The quantity and quality of those property rights is an

indeterminate outcome of struggles among firms over the size of and shares of

the pool of profits in a given national and global economy. Just as in the past,

those struggles occur partly in the market. Unlike in the past, where struggles for

control over the factory floor largely determined the distribution of profits between

capital and labor in oligopolistic markets, today firms struggle among themselves

to create and defend monopoly positions. They do so primarily in the political and

juridical arenas, via litigation over IPRs, lobbying to expand IPRs, and U.S. state

efforts to export its preferred version of IPRs to the rest of the world via trade agree-

ments.3 The rest of this article will try to show why this is so.

1 Selmier (2017). For other arguments about increasedmonopoly see Stiglitz (2012); Lynn (2009);

Furman and Orszag (2015).

2 Ostrom (2010) and elsewhere of course has shown that communities can cooperatively create

what are in essence property rights around common pool goods. But these goods are not the

drivers of economies analyzed here.

3 On the salience of IPRs in U.S. motives for pursuing the Tokyo and Uruguay GATT

negotiations that produced the WTO, see Drahos and Braithwaite (2002); Sell (2003); Hurt

(2010). No book length treatment of the salience of IPRs in the current Trans-Pacific

Partnership negotiations is available yet, but see this journalistic account: Alex Press, “The

Trans-Pacific Partnership Will Hurt Farmers and Make Seed Companies Richer,” The Nation 10
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Part one discusses property rights to clarify the status of IPRs as club/franchise

goods. Part two looks at the shift in the sources of profitability in the U.S.

economy to show why the Main Street/Wall Street dichotomy obscures more

than it reveals. Part three uses ten years of data from the Forbes Global 2000

(the 2000 largest firms annually, from 2006 to 2015) and the Osiris dataset to

show that firms possessing robust IPRs now capture a disproportionate share of

U.S. and global profits.4 Part four briefly discusses changes in corporate structure

to show how changes in industrial organization translate inequality in corporate

profitability into individual income inequality. It then concludes.

1 Property rights and club goods

Property rights definewho gets what when a given stream of income is divided. But

different kinds of property and thus different kinds of property rights exist. The

Ostroms defined goods using the two binary characteristics of excludability (essen-

tially, can I legally prevent someone from consuming a good?) and rivalry/sub-

tractability in consumption (does my consumption of a good subtract from what

you can consume of that good?).5 These characteristics define four ideal types of

goods with potentially different kinds of property rights: private goods, public

goods, common pool goods, and club/franchise goods (Figure 1). As with all

ideal types, these four types simplify amore complex reality in which specific com-

modities often blend characteristics of all four types in varying proportions. But

specifying the types is a useful analytic exercise that fills out the classic

Campbell and Lindberg argument that the state constitutes different types of

industrial organization when it constructs different kinds of property rights.6

Property rights are not simply about a reduction of transaction costs in exchange

as the stream of research stemming from Demsetz argues.7

Private goods, defined by excludable access and subtractable/rival consump-

tion, are the default category for thinking about property. Yet as anyone who has

examined the deed to a house can attest, an owner’s rights around what looks like

private property are often circumscribed in various ways. In orthodox economics,

private goods face minimal production problems because property rights appear

to be relatively easy to establish and these create a basis for both supply and

June 2016. http://www.thenation.com/article/the-trans-pacific-partnership-will-hurt-farmers-

and-make-seed-companies-richer/.

4 Bureau Van Dijk (2015).

5 Ostrom and Ostrom (1977). See also Samuelson (1954); Buchanan (1965); Ostrom (2010).

6 Campbell and Lindberg (1990).

7 Demsetz (1974).
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demand. Property rights—excludability—create an incentive to produce goods for

rivalrous consumption. In order to consume the good, I must not only purchase it

but also bid against other potential buyers. This bidding up process incentivizes

other actors to produce the good. Their property rights over the good are not extin-

guished until and unless they transfer that right to me for some consideration. As

long as the costs of production and transaction are belowwhat consumerswillingly

pay, someone will produce these goods.

Common pool goods (Ostrom labels them common pool resources—CPRs)

are easy to extract, but in the absence of easily enforced property rights (non-

excludability) are not reproduced.8 Rivalrous consumption encourages those

who can capture these resources to extract them as quickly as possible. But the

inability to enforce property rights over and thus sell any newly created CPRs

means that potential producers cannot recoup their production costs, so no one

invests in more production. CPRs are thus subject to exhaustion in the so-called

tragedy of the commons.9 Ostrom’s work focused on the myriad ways in which

Figure 1: Four Types of Goods
Source: Ostrom and Ostrom (1977)

8 Ostrom (2010).

9 Hardin (1982).
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self-organized groups could collectively constrain extraction of CPRs below the

natural level of replenishment.10 The central point, however, is that private pro-

duction of CPRs does not automatically occur. Instead, top-down or bottom-up

institutions are required in order to transform CPRs into some kind of individually

or collectively held private good by attaching a monetary or social price to extrac-

tion of the CPR.

The same lack of private production also inheres to public goods, both in their

full sense as goods from whose consumption no one can be excluded and in the

Olsonian sense of goods from which members of a specific sub-group cannot be

excluded. Consumption is non-rivalrous, which implies that unlike CPRs exhaus-

tion is not an immediate problem. Yet public goods also suffer from under- or non-

production because without excludability, without property rights, no one will

want to bear the cost of production for a good that they cannot reliably sell in

the face of free riding. Instead, public goods are only produced via either social

or state coercion that compels free riders to bear their share of the cost of produc-

ing these goods, or through regulation that forces producers to internalize the cost

of ‘bads’ produced in the course of their production of other goods. The contem-

porary ‘information economy’ is built on a foundation of public goods in both

senses: goods that by nature are non-rival in consumption and difficult to make

excludable, and whose production is publicly financed.11

Finally consider what the economics profession usually calls ‘club goods.’12

The economics profession uses social clubs as their example for club goods, and

thus sees no barriers to their production. Consumption is non-rivalrous, in that

your enjoyment of our shared social activity does not limit my enjoyment (and

indeed might enhance it). Production of those social activities has costs, like any

production process, but the requirements for club membership—and the imposi-

tion of an entry or membership fee—assures that those costs are borne by those

who enjoy the good, unlike the situation with public or common pool goods.

Moreover, the value of club goods increases from network effects (a feature of

joint-ness of consumption). So far, so good. Yet the choice of the label club good

and the associated example is somewhat misleading because it conjures up volun-

tary association. The choice of ‘clubs’ distracts attention away from the issue ofwhat

exactly creates the excludability that distinguishes a club good from a public good.

In Ostrom’s terms, information wants to be a public good, i.e., one that is non-

rival in consumption and non-excludable, and thus ‘free.’13 Consider digitized

10 Ostrom (2010).

11 Mazzucatto (2013); Weiss (2014).

12 Buchanan (1965).

13 Ostrom (2010); Doctorow (2014). See also Veblen (1919, 1963, 1978).
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music, which is close to being a pure public good by being non-excludable, non-

subtractable. A digital copy of a piece of music using a standard coding format can

be distributed to and used by anyone with a device that can play that codec.

Production costs for digitized music are essentially the studio rental fee, which

is so low that even political science professors can record albums.14 Given very

low production costs, the average cost of production is minimal, the marginal

cost of reproduction is essentially zero, and in principle nothing prevents people

from freely sharing these files. And indeed, music revenues have been falling con-

tinuously since 2000 according to the Recording Industry Association of America

(RIAA).15 How can firms producing music be profitable in this environment?

Precisely because it is not profitable to produce public goods, states, and espe-

cially the U.S. state, transform some public goods into club goods, which combine

non-rival, non-subtractable consumption with the possibility of exclusion. The

dominant firms in the contemporary economy—those with large shares of

profits, market capitalization, and growth—largely produce these non-rival, non-

subtractable goods as either intermediate or final goods. This is why I prefer the

term ‘franchise good.’ A franchise originally meant a royally granted monopoly

right to exploit something, explicitly backed up by force.16 The defining feature

of a franchise good is that the state creates and enforces both the quantity and

quality of excludability, and by doing so determines the volume and duration of

profit potentially captured using that property right. Profitability for these firms

rests more on the specific terms of their IPRs than on production costs.

Thus the music industry has directed major lobbying efforts towards creating,

enforcing, and extending theDigitalMillenniumCopyright Act (1998) as well as the

Copyright Term Extension Act. The DMCAmakes it illegal to thwart copyright pro-

tection methods using software or hardware; the CTEA extended copyright on

works for hire to ninety-five years, retroactive to 1923. The RIAA spent roughly

$90 million lobbying to broaden the DCMA over the decade of the 2000s, and an

additional $64 million in litigation against alleged pirates.17 RIAA sought a steady

expansion of the scope and effectiveness of the restraints on unlimited copying of

digitized information, thus making it possible to monetize digitized music.

14 http://www.amazon.com/Phil-Cerny-Atlantic-Passages-Music/dp/B000OX7XE4/; http://

www.bethdesombre.com/music.html.

15 RIAA, 2015 Mid-Year RIAA Shipment and Revenue Statistics. http://www.riaa.com/wp-

content/uploads/2016/03/RIAA-2015-Year-End-shipments-memo.pdf. Accessed 16 October

2015.

16 As does the word ‘patent,’ which derives from a ‘letter patent,’ that is a public grant by the

monarch of amonopoly, status or office. But as copyright, trademark, and brandmatter here, fran-

chise is a less restrictive word.

17 Data from the Center for Responsive Politics, http://www.opensecrets.org.
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The ‘quality’ of these property rights (e.g., their duration, exceptions, or man-

dates for licensing) matters as much as the ‘quantity’ (i.e., the sheer fact of a patent

or copyright). Because the stock market capitalizes the future stream of profits

from any given property right, longer duration for an IPR, or limits on forced licens-

ing, translate into larger capitalization. Politically defined IPRs thus determine

both the profit stream inhering to an IPR and thence the wealth that income

stream creates for firms producing franchise goods. ‘Politically determined’ prof-

itability here refers to the whole package of electoral, lobbying, and litigation activ-

ity that affects both legislation and interpretation of that legislation by courts and

administrative agencies granting monopoly rights (e.g., the United States Patent

Office), in contrast to the kind of profitability that comes from internal engineering

improvements that reduce production costs.18 Profitability in franchise goods

sectors is more a function of the former than the latter. Consider the pharmaceu-

tical industry, where the price of products like Daraprim™ and the Epipen™ has

nothing to do with production costs and everything to do with patents, regulatory

mandates, and lobbying. More generally, Brett Christophers19 has argued that the

tension between anti-trust law and intellectual property law is the dominant force

determining the balance between competitive pressure and monopoly in the U.S.

and British economies.

2 The shift towards club / franchise goods in the
U.S. economy

2.1 Franchise goods and monopoly

Over the past fifty years the U.S. economy has shifted from one in which profitabil-

ity was a function of a firm’s ability to control private property and efficiently

manage production using that property, towards an economy inwhich profitability

is a function of a firm’s ability to extractmonopoly rents from complex value chains

using their control over IPRs rather than efficient production per se. Concretely,

this can be seen in the reversal of position for the automobile and pharmaceutical

industries. Automobile gross output was 4 percent of U.S. gross output in 1960,

18 Doctorow (2014); Veblen (1919, 1963, 1978); and of course Christophers (2016).

19 Christophers (2016). Space prohibits a full consideration of differences in his analysis and

mine, but the essence is that he sees law as a relatively more autonomous force regulating the

level of competition in the economy, where I see it as more subject to pressure from economic

actors, and that, relatively speaking, his analysis is anchored more in legal theory while mine is

anchored more in keynesian macro-economics and Veblen.
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while pharmaceuticals were less than 0.2 percent; in 2014 automobiles were 1.9

percent of gross output and pharmaceuticals were 1.8 percent. Patented drugs

accounted for roughly 20 percent of prescriptions but over 80 percent of

revenue.20 In value added terms, pharmaceuticals were the second largest U.S.

industry from 2007 through 2014, followed by semiconductor design andmanufac-

turing. This section contrasts production of and profits from private goods (auto-

mobile production in the era of high Fordism), franchise goods (pure design/

software production), and intermediate goods (blending physical and IPR produc-

tion) to make this clear. Think Ford, Apple, and Intel (or IBM).

Three thingsmatter here: the degree to which property rights constitute a legal

monopoly position (not simply the exclusive possession of private property but a

limit on competitive entry); the degree to which monopoly and oligopoly rents

have to be shared inside the firm (a question of industrial organization); and the

degree to which profitability rests on factors under private or public control (an

important difference between pure private property rights and franchise property

rights).

Profitability in the automobile production process—particularly in the era of

high ‘Fordism’—rested on a combination of public and private goods. Continuous

flow (assembly-line) production can be extraordinarily efficient, and thus extraor-

dinarily profitable. But this profitability requires full capacity utilization to maxi-

mize economies of scale.21 Automobile production is a capital intensive

production process in which the ‘tool,’ i.e., the factory and design, accounts for

50 to 60 percent of final cost.22 Maximizing economies of scale through high

levels of capacity utilization requires both macro-economic and micro-economic

(factory floor) stability.23 With respect to public goods, automobile firms needed

macro-economic stability in order to sell vehicles at a constant level consistent

with stable and hopefully maximum throughput for the factory. With respect to

factory floor stability, automobile firms needed assurances that they would be

able to control the tempo and organization of production in the face of emergent

20 Baily and Bosworth (2014); value added and gross output data from U.S. Bureau of Economic

Analysis at http://www.bea.gov/industry/xls/io-annual/GDPbyInd_VA_1947-2015.xlsx; http://

www.bea.gov/industry/xls/GDPbyInd_GO_1947-2015.xlsx. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Services, http://www.cms.gov.

21 This can be seen in the volatility in Ford’s automotive related income from 2011 to 2015, which

swung twice from losses on the order of $1 billion to profits on the order of $10 billion (Ford Annual

Report 2015 [10-k]).

22 Williams et al. (1994). This same analysis could be applied to petroleum extraction, transport,

and refining, or any number of other continuous flow processes as Chandler (1997) makes clear.

Automobiles are chosen because they are iconic.

23 Chandler (1977); Aglietta (2000).
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unions. This latter requirement depends on how property rights around factory

machinery on the one hand, and property rights around jobs on the other,

emerge through political struggles.

Political struggles from the 1930s through the 1950s inmost rich countries pro-

duced a compromise in which owners’ property rights as expressed in manage-

ment’s control over factory equipment and thus control over the pacing of

production were exchanged for unionized workers receiving guarantees to a

stable income through no-layoff guarantees or top-offs to unemployment insur-

ance.24 Yet, even in a benign macroeconomic environment profitability required

management and owners to actually run their factories effectively.25 Their property

rights in the factory did not assure profits and only minimally prevented entry by

competitors.

What did deter entry was the scale of investment required to compete in auto-

mobile production, producing an oligopolistic market structure, as measured by

the standard Herfindahl-Hirschman index, everywhere after World War II.

Oligopolistic markets produced oligopoly rents. But the physicality of produc-

tion—in theoretical terms, the rivalrousness involved in the use of capital

equipment—had two important implications. First, in order to secure consistent

throughput and thusmaximumeconomies of scale, firms had to share oligopolistic

rents with unionized workers. So rents were widely dispersed, as unions

encompassed essentially the entire blue collar (and in some places white collar)

workforce.26 Second, equally important, moving from an oligopolistic position to

a monopoly position required an expansion of physical capital. Because this

expansion involved lumpy fixed investments it risked a loss of economies of

scale (and also an increase in dis-economies of coordination, thus producing

diminishing returns). Diminishing returns threatened to reduce return on

equity. Consequently, the nature of property and property rights limited the

drive to monopoly. Tellingly, the major monopolies of the mid-twentieth

century were either publicly owned (as in Europe) or privately owned but regu-

lated (as with American telephony in the AT&T era). The nature of private

goods, in the form of rivalrousness, set limits on monopoly.

By contrast, franchise goods inherently produce monopoly, because franchise

goods enjoy increasing returns and because the property rights around IPRs and

other franchise goods typically bestow amonopoly. Thus their rate of return is to a

much larger extent determined through regulation rather than private production

24 Sabel (1982); Piore and Sabel (1984); Zeitlin and Herrigel (2000).

25 Williams et al. (1994); Womack, Jones, and Roos (1990).

26 Gordon (1994); Aglietta (2000).
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efficiencies.27 Pure intellectual property firms produce various flavors of knowl-

edge: digitized information, chemical formulae, information about consumer pur-

chasing patterns, symbols that motivate purchasing decisions.

The critical difference between franchise goods and franchise property rights

as compared to private goods is rivalry or subtractability in the production process.

Franchise goods do not suffer from subtractability. In the ideal typical case,

expanding production of franchise goods does not require an expansion of produc-

tive assets. Apple, for example, does not need a second factory to double the output

of iOS or OS X.28 Production realities thus set no limits on these monopolies,

because economies of scale and thus returns continue to growwith each additional

unit of production. Instead, the way the state structures franchise good property

rights determines whether a monopoly is created. For example, consider the dif-

ference in returns between legal regimes in which patents are or are not limited by

mandatory licensing. In the former, returns would necessarily be lower. Or con-

sider the differences in the rate of return to a firm owning some network if they

can charge any price to a second firm that desires access to that network; if they

must charge the average price of transmission; if they must the charge marginal

cost of transmission. Returns to the first firm would drop as we go from the first

legal regime to the last one.

Two issues then arise: Why are rents not shared within the firm as with oligop-

olistic ‘old economy’ firms? Why is the production of complex commodities

embodying a franchise good not subject to diminishing returns? The answer is

that rents are shared, and that production does exhibit diminishing returns, but

that franchise good production enables IPR firms to share rents with a smaller foot-

print of employees and to shift production, and thus any dis-economies, to the

firms that do actual physical production.

IPR-based firms do share part of the rent they collect. Song et al., using a

random sample of 6 percent of all IRS form W2 data and covering 100 percent of

U.S. firms, show that firms with above average profits tend to pay above average

wages.29 They report that “virtually all of the rise in earnings dispersion [in the

United States from 1978 to 2012] between workers is accounted for by increasing

27 Stiglitz (2012); Christophers (2016).

28 For those not familiar with the production process for, e.g., the iPhone or iPad: Virtually all

Apple products are constructed out of physical materials made by different firms (e.g., Toshiba,

Corning, STM, Qualcomm) and assembled by specialist contract manufacturers like Hon Hai

Precision (aka Foxconn) and Pegatron. Apple’s contribution to the product is the operating soft-

ware and the overall design. Apple is thus very close to being a pure IPR firm.

29 Song et al. (2015), 3; see also Barth et al. (2014). Using W2 data eliminates the need for impu-

tation and directly identifies firms rather than ‘establishments.’ A firm can own multiple

establishments.
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dispersion in averagewages paid by the employers of these individuals.”The better

paying firms were the ones with higher productivity and thus higher profits. Song

et al. calculate that individuals in the top 1 percent of income earners typically

worked in firms paying about double the average wage. These firms have higher

pay both because they can afford it and for the usual efficiency wage reasons.

Profitability in franchise goods stems from the length and duration of the

patent, copyright, etc. A doubling of employee pay—a sharing of the monopoly

rent—affects profitability less than it would for an automobile firm. Moreover, a

large share of pay in these sectors is contingent, as it is embodied in share

options. Finally, these firms also have expelled much of their non-core labor

force, limiting the pool of people to whom rents must be redistributed.30 So

rents are concentrated on a much smaller number of workers. Where the old

General Motors once employed 1 percent of the entire U.S. workforce, Apple

today employs barely 0.05 percent, and indeed a much shrunken GM still has

roughly three times Apple’s formal headcount.31

Similarly, the shareholder value model has encouraged firms to outsource

production to specialist original equipment manufacturers. In the case of Apple,

everything physical in its iconic products is made by other firms, and then assem-

bled by contract assemblers like Hon Hai / Foxconn. But this outsourcing model

extends into the service sector also, where, e.g., formal franchising of fast food

chains is pervasive, or, the hotel industry, which typically involves a brand

holder licensing the brand to a separate physical capital heavy entity (the owner

of the building) using subcontracted labor.32 All of these firms use a large

number of contracted in, and thus contingent, labor. This shifts the risks from

market volatility directly onto the worker. Industrial organization in the informa-

tion economy typically involves breaking up production process over three sepa-

rate types of firms, one specializing in human capital intensive production of IPRs,

one specializing in physical capital intensive production of components, and one

specializing in labor-intensive assembly, cleaning, materials handling, etc.

Where non-franchise firms competed over production efficiencies, franchise

firms compete by defending their monopoly position via the accumulation of

robust IPR portfolios and the litigation those portfolios enable. IPR firms use

their thicket of patents and copyright to deter entry by competitors.33 The

Congressional Research Service reports that patents significantly raise the costs

non-patent holders incur trying to invent around the patent by an estimated 40

30 Weil (2014); see also Autor (2003); and Katz and Krueger (2016).

31 Bureau van Dijk (2015).

32 Weil (2014); Schwartz (2016).

33 Bessen, Meurer, and Ford (2011).
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percent for pharmaceuticals, 30 percent for major new chemical products, 25

percent for typical chemical goods, and roughly 7 to 15 percent for electronics.34

Older research confirms the difficulties new firms have navigating patent ‘thickets,’

and suggests that microchip makers were expending about $200 million in licens-

ing fees for intellectual property of little utility beyond fending off lawsuits.35

Obviously, hybrid or intermediate firms like Intel also exist. Intel has a large IP

portfolio based on copyright of its chip designs, but it also has a large physical

capital footprint because it owns and operates a number of semiconductor chip

fabrication facilities (‘fabs’). Fabs currently cost around $1 to $5 billion to con-

struct. (By contrast an automobile factory is roughly $0.5 to $2 billion depending

on the level of automation.) Hybrid firms like Intel thus must optimize both pro-

duction efficiencies and network effects for their intellectual property. The differ-

ences among these firms can be seen in a simple comparison of profit as a

percentage of operating revenue (ordinary sales), gross and net profit per

employee, the scale of physical plant and equipment, and debt levels (useful in

the next paragraphs) (Table 1). Apple’s $29 billion of debt in Table 1 is a bit decep-

tive—not only do its vast cash holdings more than offset this debt, but the debt was

contracted in order to avoid incurring tax liability while transferring part of that

cash to shareholders as a special dividend. This debt was not an operating

expense as such.

Table 1: Profitability, labor-intensivity, and physical capital-intensivity of select firms, average,
2010–2014

Average
number of
employees

Plant and
equipment per

worker
($1000s)

Operating
income per

worker
($1000s)

Long
term
debt

($mil)

Financial
assets
($mil)

Apple 70,540 184.9 448.6 28,987 155,239
Microsoft 100,000 94.1 205.6 27,808 96,526
Intel 101,500 270.0 113.1 22,670 15,308
Ford Motor 173,400 146.9 49.3 / 36.0* 13,824 23,567

Sources: Calculated from Bureau van Dijk (2015); annual reports(10Ks) of indicated companies.
*First number includes a once only income tax provision; second number is net of that provision.

34 Schacht (2006), 5–6.

35 Shapiro (2001); Hall and Ziedonis (2001, 2007).
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2.2 Main Street versus Wall Street?

The nature of the Main Street / Wall Street opposition also changes depending on

whether we are dealing with private goods or franchise goods. The classic opposi-

tion of non-financial and financial firms arises from a conflict over debt and thus

interest rates. Old economy firms with large fixed physical asset bases typically had

to finance the acquisition and replacement of that asset base using debt in the form

of loans or bonds. Thus in West Germany, 40 percent of industrial finance took the

form of bank loans in the late 1960s and 1970s; weakly developed Japanese bond

and equity markets meant that Japanese firms relied on bank loans for roughly 80

percent of their external financing.36 And while U.S. corporate finance disinterme-

diated much earlier than in the other two major economies, firms still relied

heavily on the bond market for finance, with securitized liabilities amounting to

more than three-fifths of liabilities for non-financial firms in the 1990s.

Non-franchise, non-financial firms’ reliance on banks and bonds created a

direct conflict over interest rates. All other things being equal, the higher real inter-

est rates were the bigger the spread that lending institutions would enjoy. On the

other hand, the higher real interest rates were the more costly it was for firms pro-

ducing physical goods to finance new equipment and work in progress.37 This was

also true, to a lesser extent, about higher nominal interest rates, because these

created a higher hurdle rate for new investment. The larger non-franchise goods

firms responded to this situation by internalizing financing. Thusmajor ‘industrial’

companies, like GM, Ford, or GE became increasingly reliant on their consumer or

industrial financing operations (respectively GMAC, Ford Credit, and GE Capital)

for profitability. GE Capital, for example, ran a thinly disguised money market

operation (GE Interest Plus) to raise money for its own internal financing needs

and also to supply vendor credit to its industrial customers.38 Ford Credit

accounted for roughly 30 percent of Ford’s profits 2011 to 2015.39 This hybridiza-

tion did not remove the inherent conflict between financial and non-financial

36 Dyson (1986); Vitols (2001).

37 Indeed, one of the major causes for the development of the Toyota system and lean Japanese

production in general was the relatively higher cost of capital in Japan, and one of themain reasons

for its international spread was the sharp increase in nominal and then real interest rates in the

United States after the 1970s (Womack, Jones, and Roos 1990).

38 In the simplest terms, GE Interest Plus soldmutualized shares in GE short-term bonds to indi-

vidual depositors. Proceeds were recycled through GE Capital to finance, inter alia, purchases of

GE jet engines and to finance purchases of aircraft by GE’s aircraft leasing subsidiary, GE Capital

Aviation Services. GE closed down GE Capital in 2016 rather than accept the operating limits and

regulatory disclosures required by the Dodd-Frank act.

39 Ford Annual Report [10-k] (2015).
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firms, but rather allowed some nominally non-financial firms to walk on both

streets. Main Street firms that were too small to create financial subsidiaries con-

tinued to suffer from higher real interest rates.

By contrast, franchise firms have a commensal relationship with the financial

sector. Like industrial firms, these firms often need to make a large upfront invest-

ment to generate a product. Unlike industrial firms, these firms are largely invest-

ing in people’s time rather than in physical equipment. Labor time cannot be

collateralized, and so these firms find it difficult to secure traditional loan or

bond finance. Instead, they rely on venture capital and workers’ willingness to

accept deferred wages in the form of share options.40 The reliance on venture

capital generates part of the commensality with Wall Street. Venture capital

firms most obviously have a stake in the success of franchise-type firms, because

venture capital firms cannot recoup their investment without doing an initial

public stock offering (IPO). The major Wall Street investment banks share in the

proceeds of that IPO both on a transactional basis and via their ability to allocate

the first tranche of shares floated to favored customers. Finally, the surest way to

retain a monopoly position is to pre-emptively buy up potential competitors, so

franchise firms also generate considerable merger and acquisition activity for

investment banks.

Post-IPO and merger, this commensality continues. Franchise firms generate

monopoly profits but do not suffer from physical depreciation of their production

apparatus. Consequently, they generate enormous volumes of liquid capital that

flow through Wall Street. Among the top ten U.S. firms with the largest cash hold-

ings of cash and cash equivalents at the end of 2014, the largest physical capital

footprint is represented by three pharmaceutical firms (Table 2). These have con-

siderably less of physical capital base thanmost industrial firms, and spend dispro-

portionately on research (and marketing) rather than production. The top ten

account for over a third of all cash holdings by U.S. firms. Among the fifteen

firms with the largest cash holdings in 2014, only one, Exxon, is arguably a pure

physical production, private goods type firm. The other fourteen are firms that

rely on IPRs for their profitability.

Firms struggle to secure a share of the value created in global value chains.

Franchise good-type firms have captured a major share of that value. This

capture is the major reason to analyze firms in terms of the kind of property

rights they possess. Nominal categories, like ‘tech,’ obscure more than they

reveal when to comes to understanding who gets what in terms of profits, and

how they get that share. The next section shows that firms with robust IPRs have

been capturing the bulk of corporate profits.

40 Lazonick (2009).
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3 The distribution of profits among firms

Profits are highly concentrated in the global and U.S. economy, and within the

group of ‘winners’ profits are highly concentrated in a handful of IPR-heavy

firms. Out of roughly 28,000 global firms with annual revenues over $200 million

tabulated byMcKinsey, roughly one-third of total profit accrues to the 2000 firms in

the Forbes Global 2000, although these amount to only 7.1 percent of those 28,000

firms.41 The Forbes Global 2000 (FG2k hereafter) are the 2000 largest firms in the

world. Among the FG2k, the top twenty-fiveU.S. firms—0.01 percent ofMcKinsey’s

28,000 firms and 1.25 percent of the Forbes 2000—account for 13.5 percent of all

profits from 2005 to 2014 for the FG2k group, 41 percent of profits for the 597 U.S.

firms within that group, and roughly 4.5 percent of all profits for the 28,000 firms

McKinsey analyzed. Using a standard measure for inequality, the Gini index

(where 1 equals perfect inequality and 0 equals perfect equality), to assess the dis-

tribution of profit just within the FG2k shows levels of inequality for profits that are

significantly higher than any given national economy. The Gini index for the dis-

tribution of profits among the FG2k over the ten year period 2005 to 2015 is .809. By

comparison, some of the most unequal societies in the world, South Africa and

Brazil, typically have Gini indices of roughly .600, and the highly egalitarian

Nordic countries have Ginis typically around .250.

Table 2: Top ten U.S. firms by cash holdings at December 2014
‘Tech’ in bold; Pharmaceuticals in italics

Company $ Billions

Apple $178.0
Microsoft $90.2
Google $64.4
Pfizer $53.6
Cisco Systems $53.0
Oracle $44.7
Johnson & Johnson $33.1
Qualcomm $31.6
Medtronic $31.1
Merck & Co. $29.2
TOTAL $608.9
Total as a percent of $1.78T holdings by 2000 U.S. firms 33.8%

Source: Compiled from Mergent Online, 2015.

41 Dobbs et al. (2015); Forbes (vd).
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But this inequality in and of itself does not tell us about what kind of firms get

these profits. A closer analysis shows that a few narrow groups of firms capture

most profits. Unsurprisingly, these include the giants of the old automobile-petro-

leum economy, the big banks within the financial sector, and the larger utility

firms. But, to a surprising extent, given their small labor and physical capital foot-

prints, franchise firms capture a considerable share of global profits. Table 3 pre-

sents the eight largest sectors by share of profit for the three largest capitalist

economies. Franchise good sectors are coded in italics.

Three things emerge from this table. First, the Japanese and German econo-

mies continue to be dominated by old economy firms, though this is relatively less

true of the Japanese economy. The only U.S. old economy equivalent is the sali-

ence of the large multinational oil firms. However, historically high oil prices

from 2005 to 2014, precisely the period for which we have data, exaggerate their

share of profits.42 Oil firm profits crashed along with oil prices in 2014 to 2016,

with major firms like Exxon-Mobil seeing profits fall by 60 percent and firms like

BP and Chevron actually running losses.43 The old-economy orientation of the

German and Japanese economies shows up in a relatively small share of global

profits (Table 4). Microsoft alone (with on average 100,000 employees) made

cumulative profits of $155 billion, which was only a bit smaller than the combined

$190 billion profit at VW-Audi, Mercedes, BMW, and Porsche (with on average

890,100 employees). Similarly, Microsoft’s profits approximated those of the

three major Japanese automobile firms (with on average 638,200 employees) at

$159 billion.44

Second, profits as a percentage of sales are considerably higher for franchise

good firms than for non-franchise goods firms as another Microsoft to automobile

firm comparison shows. Microsoft’s 25.5 percent profit to sales ratio, 2005–2014,

was roughly four to five times as large as the automobile firms’ profits as a percent-

age of sales, which ranged from Daimler’s 3.0 percent to VW-Audi’s 5.4 percent.45

Wemight expect very narrow profit-to-sales ratios for final retailers, most of whom

operate on narrow margins but with large volumes (think: Walmart). But it is not

obvious why this should be true for large integrated manufacturing firms. By con-

trast, the oil companies typically had profit-to-sales ratios of roughly 10 percent.

42 Crude oil prices from 2005 to 2015 were more than double their 1990s levels, even though

prices fell by more than half from their 2008 highs. The average level of crude oil prices in the

first half of 2016 was still roughly double the 1990s average.

43 Anon, “Not-so-Big-Oil,” Economist 7 May 2016.

44 Author calculation from the ForbesGlobal 2000.Microsoft was chosenprecisely because it was

not a ‘best in class’ firm like Apple or Google (aka Alphabet).

45 Calculated from Forbes Global 2000.
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Table 3: Eight largest sectors in the Forbes Global 2000 by share of profits in Germany, Japan, and the United States, plus cumulative profit as a percent of
cumulative sales by sector, 2005 to 2014.

USA

Share of total
profits for U.S.

FG2k firms

Profit as
percent
of sales Japan

Share of
total profits
for Japanese
FG2k firms

Profit as
percent
of sales Germany

Share of
total profits
for German
FG2k firms

Profit as
percent
of sales

Oil & Gas
Operations

12.46% 8.0% Auto & Truck
Manufacturers

14.31% 3.7% Auto & Truck
Manufacturers

25.72% 5.0%

Banks—Major 7.74% 5.1% Banks—Major 13.93% 3.4% Insurance—
Diversified

12.42% 2.8%

Pharmaceuticals 4.93% 8.9% Trading Companies 8.85% 3.4% Diversified
Chemicals

11.74% 6.0%

Conglomerates* 4.28% 8.2% Telecommunication
Services

7.20% 5.4% Utilities—Electric 11.30% 4.0%

Software &
Programming

3.69% 21.4% Pharmaceuticals 4.00% 5.3% Conglomerates* 6.61% 4.9%

Computer Hardware 3.36% 10.4% Auto & Truck Parts 3.85% 3.3% Banks—Major 6.04% 1.7%
Utilities— Electric 3.25% 6.5% Transportation—

Rail
3.60% 4.3% Software &

Programming
3.66% 17.7%

Computer Services 3.15% 15.3% Iron & Steel 3.59% 4.4% Household /
Personal Care

2.80% 8.5%

Total for these 8
sectors

42.9% 59.3% 80.3%

Average for U.S. (JP,
DEU) firms in
FG2k

5.9% 2.8% 3.4%

* Primarily GE, 3M, and large defense contractors like Honeywell and Textron in the United States; Siemens in Germany. These firms are like Intel,
blending industrial production with considerable in-house IP. The average profit as a percentage of sales for the entire FG2k is 5.6%.
Source: Author’s calculation from Forbes Global 2000 data for indicated years.
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Third, the big exception to the high profitability of firms with robust IPRs is

the Japanese pharmaceutical industry, where profits as a percentage of sales are

similar to the level in the other seven sectors, rather than the 8.9 percent for

the entire U.S. pharmaceutical sector, or the 18 percent typical of large firms like

Merck, or the 23 percent typical of established biotech firms like Amgen. This

exception proves the point, however, as the Japanese state heavily regulates

prices in the pharmaceutical market. Japanese firms find it difficult to use their

IPRs to set monopoly prices, and profits suffer accordingly.

Aggregate data show that this pattern holds both in the U.S. and global econ-

omies. A handful of big firms capture most of the profits. Among those firms, the

finance, franchise, and legacy auto-petroleum sectors dominate. If Selmier is

correct that finance is a franchise or club good type business, then the shift of

profits from old economy, private goods-type firms to new economy, franchise

goods-type firms is quite evident.46 Table 5 displays only the top one hundred

firms by cumulative profit among the FG2k. These firms account for almost 40

percent of the total profits of the entire FG2k and thus approximately 12 percent

of the total profits of the 28,000 largest firms globally. While oil firms lead with

about a tenth of total profits for this group, the combined share of pure IPR

firms (software, pharmaceuticals, and computer services), hybrid firms (e.g.,

Intel) and consumer branded firms (primarily beverages and tobacco) exceeds

that of either the oil sector or the combined oil-autos group.

Relative to their share of global sales or employee headcounts, firms with

robust IPRs capture a disproportionate share of global profits. As oil and rawmate-

rials prices equilibrate downward from the usually high levels associated with the

U.S. housing / China investment bubbles, the relative share of IPR and hybrid firms

will tend to rise. If we aggregate firms whose profits rest on control over club or

franchise goods, these account for nearly a quarter of profits for the top one

hundred firms by profits in the FG2k.

Table 4: Relative share of total profits by the Forbes Global 2000, 2005 to 2014

Share of FG2k profits,
2005–2014, %

Share of global
GDP, 2014, %

Ratio of profit share to
global GDP share

Germany 3.7 5.0 0.73
Japan 6.2 6.0 1.04
United States 32.8 22.5 1.46

Source: Author calculation from FG2k and International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook
Database, https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2015/02/weodata/index.aspx.

46 Selmier (2017).
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4 Implications for income inequality and growth

Income inequality has been increasing in the rich OECD countries since the

1980s.47 One important source of that inequality has been the rising salience of

franchise or club goods not only in the financial side of the economy but also in

the production side. The rising salience of property rights around franchise

goods for profitability links many seemingly disparate trends. It is in this sense

that quantity, in this case the quantity of profit captured, begins to have a

quality all of its own. These trends operate first through inequality of profits

among firms. Firmswith IPRs and other franchise property rights accruemonopoly

profit. As with old economy oligopolistic firms, those profits are often shared

within the firm. But under relentless pressure to conform to the shareholder

value model, franchise firms also face significant incentives to minimize their

physical and labor footprint in order to maximize returns on a much smaller set

of physical assets. This changes the industrial structure by splitting the labor

force into employees with good, well-paying, standard jobs in IPR and human

capital-intensive firms and much less well paid typically non-standard employees

in labor-intensive firms. As noted above, physical capital-intensive firms occupy an

Table 5: Sector shares of sales and profits for Top 100 firms in Forbes Global 2000, ranked by
share of total profits in the FG2k

Sector
Share of

FG2k sales
Share of

FG2k profit
Ratio columns

1 & 2 # of Firms

Oil 6.9% 10.2% 1.48 17
Finance 9.4% 10.0% 1.07 28
IPR-based 3.6% 8.7% 2.46 22
Telecommunications 1.7% 2.9% 1.69 8
Consumer branded 0.9% 2.3% 2.66 7
Raw materials 0.4% 1.3% 3.06 4
Hybrid 0.6% 1.2% 2.13 4
Automobile 1.4% 1.1% 0.78 3
Miscellaneous* 0.7% 1.0% 1.44 3
Retail 1.2% 0.8% 0.72 2
Utility 0.6% 0.5% 0.77 2
Total, top 100 27.2% 39.9% 1.47 100

* Berkshire Hathaway, United Health Care, Schlumberger.
Source: Calculated from FG2k data

47 OECD (2008, 2015).
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intermediate position, but they too face shareholder value-type financial market

pressures to supplement their workforces with contingent labor and to minimize

new capital investment.48 Unionization and a robust welfare state can mitigate the

effects of this process but do not prevent it: Pre-tax and transfer market incomes in

Sweden are as unequal as those in the United States, and the Gini index in both

countries has risen at a similar pace from 1982 to 2013.49 Equalization in

Sweden operates through a welfare state that offsets the effects of an economic

transition towards a franchise good economy.

Second, the shift towards franchise goods and their related IPRs also tends to

dampen economic growth. Greater income inequality concentrates more income

into the hands of people with a lower marginal propensity to consume, which

reduces one impulse for growth. But it also concentrates more profit into the

hands of companies that both have financial disincentives to invest in physical

capital and little need to invest in physical capital. By contrast, physical capital-

intensive firms are relatively starved of profits and thus also face disincentives to

invest. These combine to reduce the impulses for growth. In the United States, this

has produced a steady decline in the number of publicly listed firms. The number

of American publicly listed firms per capita fell by nearly half from 1996 to 2013,

with half the decline attributable tomergers.50 On the one hand, franchisefirms are

aggressive acquirers of potential but immature competitors (vide Google’s

purchase of YouTube for $1.65 billion) and also voracious purchasers of firms

whose value rests only in the potential litigation value of their patent portfolio

(vide Google’s purchase of Motorola Mobility for $12.5 billion, or Microsoft’s pur-

chase of Nokia for $7.2 billion). On the other hand, physical capital firms have been

aggressively buying up potential competitors in order to shrink productive capacity

so as to regain some bargaining power versus franchise firms (vide Dow

Chemical’s proposed purchase of Dupont for $130 billion or Intel’s 2015 purchase

of programmable logic chip producer Altera for $16.7 billion). In both cases profits

flow into acquisition rather than the creation of new or better capacity.

Third, no ineluctable technological dynamic drives these outcomes. Political

and legal decisions around the quantity and quality of IPRs produce the franchise

economy we live in.51 It could be argued that the disintegration of the old economy

firms and the increasing specialization visible in the tri-partite structure of human

capital, physical capital, and labor-intensive firms reflects some logic of economic

48 Autor (2003); Weil (2014).

49 OECD (2015), 24.

50 Doidge, Karolyi and Stutz (2015), 1, 5).

51 Christophers (2016) makes the strongest possible case for the legal side; see also Pagano and

Rossi (2009).
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efficiency. But the marked decline in GDP and productivity growth in the rich

OECD countries as this new industrial structure emerged suggests either that

increased efficiency deters growth or that this specialization has nothing to do

with efficiency. Moreover, a close examination of this tri-partite structure shows

that it is largely a legal fiction. In almost all brand-based industries, for example,

the brand owner is deeply involved in managing the employees of the fictively

independent labor contractor that staffs the actual site of production.52 De facto,

brand owners must act like employers in order to prevent deterioration of their

brand’s value. The 2015 National Labor Relations Board decisions in Browning-

Ferris andMcDonald’s affirmed that the brand owner was in fact a joint employer,

showing that vertical disintegration is a function of the legal construction of prop-

erty rights rather than some natural process. These decisions, if upheld, will cause

some sharing ofmonopoly profits akin to the old union-driven sharing of oligopoly

profits. This should ameliorate income inequality to a degree.

The so-called information economy is built on the transformation of non-

subtractable, non-excludable, and thus public goods into non-subtractable but

excludable club or franchise goods. This transformation permits public goods to

be monetized as franchise goods, creating a potential stream of profits. The size

and duration of that stream of profits depend on the quantity and quality of the

property right establishing exclusion. Market structure (monopoly versus compe-

tition or oligopoly) and industrial organization (firm size and structure) in the

information economy thus do not arise spontaneously from nature. They are polit-

ical constructs to amuch greater degree thanwas true for the old economy because

of the lack of subtractability or rivalry in consumption of information-based goods.

Consequently, the state has the power to construct market incomes—to ‘pre-

distribute’—to a much greater degree than was the case in the old economy.

Given that the state is the source of most of the public goods that get transformed

into franchise goods, the rectification of much income inequality could be done

without much loss of innovation.53
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